One Day Amazing Li River Cruise
Valid Till : Dec 2018
** Note - Handling Fee SGD20 per booking apply if purchase only Optional Tour **

Duration: 10 hours
Time: 8:00AM - 6:00PM
Take a day trip from Guilin along the impressionable Li River,
twisting and turning through lush Chinese landscapes that will have
you amazed!

Day 01 Guilin to Yangshuo to Guilin
Detailed Itinerary:
Today you will enjoy the Li River Cruise down to Yangshuo (4 hours, including a
packed lunch), with its breathtaking scenery and taste of a life far removed from the
concrete metropolis, the scenery along the river become one of China's top tourist
destinations.
Visiting West Street, you will be surrounded by an array of traditional folk and
amazing international elements. Various shops, craftworks shops, painting and
calligraphy stores, backpack shops, cafes, and Chinese Kung Fu academies.

- HOUR BY HOUR SCHEDULE 07:30 - 08:00 Hotel pickup
08:00 - 08:30 Coach transfer to Zhujiang Wharf
09:00 - 13:00 Li River Cruise, packed Chinese lunch
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13:30 - 14:00 Arrive at Yangshuo, free time on West Street
14:30 - 16:00 Coach transfer to Guilin
17:00
back to your hotel
Attractions & Activities:Li River, West Street
Meals: Chinese Lunch en route (lunch box)
From

US74 Per Person in USD

Inclusions






Entrance tickets fees to the attraction listed on the itinerary.
Coach transfers between hotel to scenic spot: Different customers will share the same
air conditioned vehicle with a driver and English-speaking guide.
Guide service: English speaking tour guide.
Cruise tickets.
Meal: packed Chinese lunch on the cruise (upgrade to buffet with an extra CNY100)

Exclusions






International flight enter and leave China.
Accommodations.
Visa fees.
Personal expenses.
Tips to guide and driver.

Remarks
1. SIC stands for Seat in Coach. Guests who participate our SIC tour will share bus and guide service
with other clients.
2. Our coach and guide will go from hotel to hotel to pick up guests who signed up the tour for the
day.
3. Only English-Chinese speaking guide provided for SIC tour.
4. The availabilities are subject to reconfirmed when an actual booking is being made.
5. Shopping stop is included during the SIC tour.
6. The prices not valid for Chinese Public Holidays such as Chinese New Year, Labour's Day
Holiday(01-07 May), National Day Holiday(01-07 Oct)
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